
Working Draft : Second and Third Meetings June 2011 

Working With Learning Outcomes Prescribed Learning Outcomes for Level Entry 

Hul’quimi’num:  Examine the way the Ministry has organized the Curriculum…Based on the 

common reasons we have for studying Hul’quimi’num(See graphic organizer created as an Organizer for 

Curriculum Learning Outcomes for Early and Late Primary) Finding Information sub heading is not 

addressed at this level. (Open for discussion of course) 

Understanding Culture and Society  / We Are the Land 

Interpreting creative works 

 (Note: Some of the sources may be in English for this outcome but the special focus is on the 

Hul’quimi’num oral traditions….We are asking students to draw on their skills as they learn oral 

traditions,visual arts, carving, dance and movement, music and film) 

Learning Outcome/I can   statement……retell two oral narratives 

Socializing and celebrating 

 This area focuses on using Hul’quimi’num for correct behaviour in social situations and 

community events.(words for greetings and expressions of politeness…. I can recognize words to 

identify myself and my ancestors… 

 Learning outcomes/I can statements  embedded in Cultural Calender/ Traditional Teachings         

 

 

 

                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summer 

Fall     Yu xuy tl thut 

Winter   Tum ‘uyti 

Spring  Yuqwiwullus   

Yuqwiqwulus 

Focus Resources: Touch the Ground, Are 

you my Mother, Cedar Poster, Babies in 

Spring, Cedar Tree Poem, Counting 

Flowers. Plants of Snaw naw as, Ellen 

White’ 

Communicating and Exchanging Ideas: Ten colour words, ten animal 
words,respond to simple memorized questions 

Culture and Society : Importance of 

cedar and all its uses, importance of 

plants as healing agents 

Focus Resources: Old Woman and 

the Fly, Hungry Caterpillar, You are 

My Sunshine, Seagull Steals the Sun, 

Wild Woman,  Salmon Stories 

Culture  and Society:Land 

features and gathering sea weed 

and salmon- traditional fishing 

Community and Exchanging Ideas: Days of the week, twenty 

words connected with Qwuni story, four salmon species 

Focus Resources: Brown Spe eth, How 

Bear Lost its Tail, Cedar Poster –Clothing, 

 

Communicating and Exchanging Ideas: 

Body Parts, Family names 

Culture and Society: Importance of 

Celebrations/Winter Ceremony/Land  

Focus Resources: Farmer in the Dell, Sea Wolf 

Squirrel Story,  



                                

                         

    

 

S’nuw ‘uy’uh (Traditional Teachings-Pass it Down) 

 Respect Life: Be Kind to others and take care of all living things 

 Be considerate of family ownership when gathering resources 

 Know your family names and their connections to the land 

 

Communicating 

 Exchanging Information 

 Use and respond to simple memorized questions and commands 

 Respond to stong warnings 

 Recognize gestures and expressions that go with requests 

 Express basic needs and emotions using simple phrases 

 Identiify high frequency and meaningful words 

 Ask questions yusig the question marker ‘u 

 Respond with yes or no 

 Express simple needs or wants with nu st’l l’ 

 Follow or respond to simple routine 

 

Presenting Information 

 Recognize days of the week, months of the year seasons and times of day 

 Can use position words  

 Produce lists based on certain groupings (connect with oral narratives to 

build meaning) 

 Share basic  information orally 



 Respond to an elder or another familiar adult in school 

 It is expected that students will: 

 

 Recognize and respond to simple greetings and expressions of 

politeness. 

 

 Use and respond to simple questions and commands 

 

 Demonstrate knowledge of appropriate protocols and the 

importance of these protocols. 

 

 Respond to simple commands and questions. 

 

 Identify high frequency and or meaningful words from an oral 

narrative or story, from an authentic source pattern book, song or 

poem that you are using as a focus text.  

 

 Identify high frequency words and meaningful words such as 

common names of animals or people 

 

 Students label objects in the classroom or five  artifacts brought in 

to engage students in a story or a lesson 

 

 Each focus text or cultural event  might pull words  from the 

following categories of vocabulary: colour words, at least ten for 

level one, twenty for level two, thirty for level three 

 

  days of the week or times of the year,(cultural calender) 

 



 

  animals, birds, sea life, ,insects, Ten animals, five birds, five sea 

life, three insects 

 

   Names parts of the body, Ten parts of a person, ten parts of an 

animal 

 

  numbers, to ten for Level one and so on for more sophisticated 

students 

 

 action words,used for classroom instruction and possibly for 

Action Songs like “Turn Around” or  

 describing  words, position words- Raven is on the box etc.  

 

 Useful phrases, used in the school regularly  (shows commitment 

to learning the Language- one plan to get Hul’quimi’num  in the 

community is to make sure signage is bi-linqual 

  

 Traditional Teaching words,  

  

 household words, Take home booklets with -Hul’quimi’num to be 

part of home setting 

  

 nature,mostly plants and food related to gatherings /celebrations 

-Salmon content essential 

  

  (Level One-Identify focus vocabulary and create Word Book for 

each Level)  



  Goal- of one third from each category as featured in the 

Hul’quimi’num Word Books:Level One  and Level Two 2/3 and 

Level Three-most of the  three hundred words/phrases 

highlighted by instructors.. 

 Identify and relate to characters, actions, and objects or atrifacts 

relevant to simple story.(See Joan’s new song books. (Ten), 

Continue with Stolen Sun and Seagull Story and Wild Woman. 

Perhaps Squirrel story to be developed. 

 Respond to simple questions about the story using simple 

Hul’quimi’num sentence stems. Target a simple phrase that is 

repeated from each of the books…For example: Are you my 

mother?  Brown Bear Brown Bearn- What do you see?… 

 Respond to simple and routine commands that come up in 

classroom instruction. Turn Around -Turn Around Booklet-Body 

parts for animals and people  

 Express simple needs or requests in Hul’quimi’num. Stand up sit 

down-listen-quiet please etc. 

 Begin to recognize and use target vocabulary in story 

presentations. Days of the Week, Four Seasons,  

 Respond to creative works from the Hul’quimi’num Culture Retell 

or perform “Readers’ Theatre” from Stolen /sun 

 Demonstrate an understanding of significant stories, songs or 

poems-Counting Stories (Numbers to twenty) 

 Identify source of oral narratives and learn about the 

authour/elder. Ellen White and Mabel Mitchell and George 

Seymour 



 Take risks to speak in Hul’quimi’num and or write simple stories 

or instructions. Tell two stories using ten target vocabulary items 

from the story 

 Use appropriate language associated with Hul’quimi’num 

traditional practices, celebrations and traditional ceremonies:  

Greetings, social phrases, welcome, respected elders/ protocols 

and two songs-prayer and one other 

 Recognize and use words to identify themselves and their 

ancestors: All family names… 

  

 Identify elements of their own and classmates’ cultural 

background 

 The Nanaimo Museum web site should be fully explored as it is 

student friendly and developed locally.  All of the on-line 

resources should be listed and summarized so that they can be 

used by all the teachers. 

 One-Two-Three  culturally significant fact/story/teaching for each 

season-likely linked to one of the stories used for the cultural 

time of year…(integration of curriculum across all subjects is 

recommended) 

 Encourage, support, model implementation of Strategy Cards that 

can be used in the regular classroom to support the 

Hul’quimi’num goals everyday. 

 

 

 



Participants: Stella and Joan and Donna 

We reviewed new materials that the team has produced.  Talked about 

how we can make the Learning outcomes fit with overall cultural and 

educational frameworks that are articulated in the Hul’quimi’num 

Document.  Agreed to use the three curricular organizers used in the 

Grade 5-12 Ministry Document but have the trimmed down version 

written out in three Levels… The overall framework will be the Cultural 

Calendar/Teaching framework –circle and four seasons/Always 

coming back to the Importance of the Land  

Send Joan the Hulquiminum article that I read for background.( googled 

Hul’quimi’num and the full report on State of Sustaining the Language 

is there with all the direct quotes from all our Elders.I think it was 

written before the final document from the Ministry was made 

available). Donna K gave Mabel Mitchell a copy of the web sourced 

Hul’quimi’num Language Project (1999) as she was referenced along 

with many other fluent Hul’quimi’num speakers. 

 

 

 

 

Instruction steps students to achieve theoutcomes for the  

end of the unit? 

 

 

  

Scope and Sequence for early and Late Primary:Language Teachers have a conversation about 

organizingunits/themes/topics around four levels:  

Jr. K-Grade One 

Colour Theme /using pattern books such as Brown   Spe eth, Brown Spe eth       

Calendar/Seasons/ circular journey patterns 

Alphabet Books / Aborigninal Raps  

Target Hul’quimi’num  Vocablary: Ten 

colours,Ten Animals, Four Seasons (Cultural 

Calender, Seven Days of the Week, Repeat 

the Alphabet Rap, 

Five social phrases Five words to identify 

themselves, family members Five directions 

from teacher (imush) 



 

Teaching Plan for Primary Hul’quimi’num Lesson                                            

Teaching Team_Becky, Donna, Penny,________Date __April 2011_______________ 

Grades: Primary______ School__________ ______________________   

Focus Text:_The Stolen Sun, Seagull Steals the Sun, I Like Stars,  

The Universe,  Ellen White Pictures,  Artifacts,  ____________________________________________ 

Structures showing respect or protocols: Acknowledge the territory 

_____________________________________________ 
Suggested Instructional Strategies: For many students, 

this is their first exposure to Hul’quimi’num.  Give students lots of 

opportunity to experience and interact with stories, poems, 

patterned texts. Young students need to have  a wide range of 

ways to “ show what they know” strategies presented many times 

in a variety of settings. 

Engaging the Learner and helping students connect: 

Show Ellen white’s book and write title of The Stolen Sun-students Give 

me Five Facts about the Sun 

Artifacts in a Bag are used to invite students to make predictions about 

what th story will be about.Supporting the learner to understand what 

they are listening to or reading: Students listen and then stop and say 

Something to their learning partner about two things that happened. 

Ways the learner can apply, personalize or transform their newly 

learned knowledge: Flip Up booklets to show Hul’uimi’num Vocabulary 

and or Setting Characters, Events …so far 

 

Prescribed Learning Outcomes: Culture and 

Society-Interpreting Creative Works 

It is expected that students will: 

Begin to recognize and use target vocabulary 

in oral  narratives , created by or  gifted by  

(Hul’quimi’num) Elders and or families. 

Identify and relate to characters, setting, 

actions or events, objects or artifacts 

connected with story. 

Demonstrate understanding of significant 

stories and how they are expressed in 

different territories. 

Create a plan or invitation to bring Elders to 

our classrooms (Finding Information) 

Focus for Specific Vocabulary Outcomes 

New Words:                              SimpleSentences 

                                             

Review Words                Cultural Knowledge 

Suggested Assessment Strategies:Student assessment at this level 

should focus on participation and response.  Response activities at this 

level involve representing their new knowledge through  songs, writing, 

illustrating a story sequence or role playing. Students will provide evidence 

for the following I can statements: 

 I can complete a flip up book that shows the setting 

and the characters. 

 I can make connections and share with a learning 

partner____________________________________ 

 I can____________________________________ 

 I can____________________________________ 

Recommended Learning Resources that support this 

lesson sequence: Readers’ Theatre for The Stolen 

Sun, I like Stars..Now in Hul’quimi’num,Text to Text 

comparison –Seagull Stole the Sun (Mabel Mitchell) 

Language-Learning Strategies that students should 

develop and apply to help them understand and 

express themselves: Brainstorming, Mind Maps 

 

Weaving Hul’quimi’num into our School/Community- 

All Day Every Day: Language Learning-Use visuals 

and a model to “show what I know” 

Strategy Card :Making Predictions,(Story in a Basket) 

 


